CHAPTER 1347

The black dragon mask smiled satisfied when he heard those few.

However, he also exhorted: “Everyone must be careful! Don’t show any clues! Over the years, we
have colluded with foreign countries, if Erudia knows, we die a hundred times is not enough!”

“Hmph, that’s natural! I hate Erudia for a long time! I won’t expose it so early! I want to see them
destroy with my own eyes…”

“I still have no revenge! How could it be exposed?”

“Ho ho, I am Erudia Sinner? I want those people to know what revenge is!”
…

At the mention of this, everyone showed extreme anger! ! !

Terrible anger!
Don’t share it!

It seems that Erudia has done terrible things to them!

“Okay, go down and get ready!” m.bg.

The black dragon mask asked.

The corners of his mouth rose, and he was very happy to see this scene.

Here Levi Garrison received an order from Messiah.

Let him escort a batch of things back to the capital from the east.

This order is urgent and requires him to set off directly.

Without Terry, Levi Garrison easily threw off her guards and left.

On the way, Messiah told Levi Garrison the details.

It turned out that a biological base on an island somewhere in the east was exposed and needed to
be moved immediately.

This has been targeted by overseas countries and major forces.

They will act immediately.

The most important thing is that in this biological base, there is a genetic medicine that is priceless.

It’s about Erudia’s future!

It needs to be transported to the capital by all means.

However, the transport operations have long been exposed.

Someone must be robbed on the way.

After all, this thing has too high value.

Everyone wants this kind of scientific research results.

It was the action that was exposed long ago, so it is very likely that the identity of the strong escort
was also exposed.

Therefore, a surprise escort is needed to ensure success.

Messiah thought about it and asked Levi Garrison to escort him.

No one is suspicious of him at the moment.

But it is precisely that he is the most terrifying killer!

“I also thought about using heavy troops to escort the genetic medicine liquid, but I was afraid that
some bad news would be arbitrarily promoted by overseas media! I can only give up! The team should
escort!”

“One word side by side king, this escort is escorted by the dragon group, wind group, wolf group, and
tiger group under Messiah!”

“For the time being, your identity cannot be revealed, we are afraid of spies! Please understand!”

Levi Garrison nodded: “Okay, I understand! I must escort things!”

Soon Levi Garrison arrived in the east.

This is a base.

The four teams under Messiah’s command had already been prepared.

All of them stood in front of a password box.

Presumably there is genetic medicine in the password box.

“Ok?”

Seeing Levi approaching, everyone was taken aback.

“Let him be the escort? Just kidding!”

“Isn’t this holding us back? Our attention is all on the genetic medicine. Should we have to separate
our strength to protect him?”

Everyone knew Levi Garrison.

Although he respects him very much.

Someone once regarded him as an idol.

But this kind of knotty eyes, sent him to escort unexpectedly.

Is this a joke?

“You don’t have to worry about me, if there is any danger, you can go first!”

Levi Garrison, who was sitting in a wheelchair, smiled.

“But……”

“There is nothing! No matter what Shen said, the command is superb, and you can arrange your
position reasonably! Present your combat effectiveness to the maximum!”

Under the coercion of Messiah, everyone said nothing.

